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Precast concrete chamber sections and cover slab to be bedded on
mortar, polymeric or elastomeric sealant in accordance with BS
5911-3 and BS EN 1917.

225mm Class B Engineering or special purpose concrete
brickwork, 4 courses(max) 2 courses(min) or precast . Concrete
cover frame seating rings. Bricks to BS 3291

GEN3 concrete surround 150mm thick. Concrete to be thoroughly
vibrated. Joints in concrete surround must not coincide with joints of
chamber sections

The bottom precast chamber section to be built into base
concrete min 50mm, max 300mm

Construction joint

Distance between top of pipe and underside of precast
concrete section to be 100mm.

Cover frame to be bedded on Class 1 mortar

Cover and frame to BS EN 124 as detailed on the manhole
schedule having square 675mm min. clear opening.Clear openings to be as cover and frame

Class 1 mortar haunching to  cover
and frame

675mm maximum from cover  level
to first step iron.

Double step rungs  at 250mm centres
throughout in accordance with BS EN 13101

Benching slope to be 1 in 10 to 1 in 30.

Thick high strength concrete topping to be
brought up to a dense smooth face neatly
shaped and finished to all branch
connections (20mm min thickness).

Self cleansing toe holes to be provided where
channel exceeds 600mm wide.

Inverts for pipe sizes up to 300mm
diameter shall be formed using channel
pipes.
Insitu concrete base (GEN3) min thickness 225mm
below barrel of pipe. Concrete to be sulphate
resisting 75mm blinding (ST2).

Joint to be as close as possible to face of manhole
to permit satisfactory joint and subsequent
movement.

Short length pipe to be similar length to
rocker pipe

Rocker pipe

1. Outgoing pipes greater than 600mm diameter are to be fitted with
safety chains

2. Sulphate resisting portland cement shall be used for all concretes
and mortars having equivalent compressive strength of 20n/mm2 or
greater (including precast concrete products).

3. Refer to manhole schedules for details of covers, pipe sizes, invert
levels, manhole diameter etc.

MANHOLE - TYPE 2

Double step rungs  at 250mm
centres throughout in
accordance with BS EN 13101

1050mm

50mm dia. gate valve
with spindle

Flanged T section

300 x 300 x 250mm deep
sump in manhole base

50mm dia. gate
valve with spindle

VJ flange adapter

50mm dia.
ductile iron pipe

50mm internal diameter
MDPE rising main

Concrete
support plinths 300 x 300 x 250mm deep

sump in manhole base

300mm

WASHOUT CHAMBER DETAIL

800mm Min cover
to rising main

475mm thick GEN3
concrete base

Precast concrete chamber sections and cover slab to
be bedded on mortar, polymeric or elastomeric sealant
in accordance with BS 5911-3 and BS EN 1917.

GEN3 concrete surround 150mm thick. Concrete to
be thoroughly vibrated. Joints in concrete surround
must not coincide with joints of chamber sections

600mm square cover
and frame to BS EN 124.

75mm Blinding

75mm blinding, st2 concrete

DEPTH TO SOFFIT LESS THAN 1.0m
MANHOLE TYPE D NOT TO SCALE
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The manhole base is to be sulphate resisting st4 concrete to
which is to be applied 20mm min thick high strength concrete
topping, brought up to a dense smooth face and neatly shaped to
all branch connections. the benching slope is to be a min of 1 in 10
to 1 in 30.

Chamber width may be varied. its width shall be increased for
pipes larger than 225mm to give a minimum width of benching
of 225mm on each side, and where branches and changes in
direction occur. brickwork shall be corbelled to suit the frame
size in such instances.

Step iron to be a minimum of 200mm from the end of the wall
of the manhole. step iron to be to BS 1247 and galvanised.

Class b engineering bricks to be used throughout. a brickwork arch or mass
concrete surround is to be formed over pipes  through the manhole walls. if used
the concrete surround shall extend to the first joint outside the manhole.

The maximum distance from the cover level to the step iron
is to be 675mm.

Over and frame to BS en 124 as detailed on manhole
schedules having a minimum clear opening of 900mm by
600mm. cover frame to be bedded on class 1 mortar & to
have class 1 mortar haunching.

Inverts generally formed using channel pipes, joint
with pipe to be located 100mm inside face of
chamber.

Joint to be as close as possible to face of manhole to
permit satisfactory joint and  subsequent movement.

The first pipe outside the manhole shall be a rocker pipe.
refer to table for lengths.

Refer to manhole schedules for details of covers, pipe sizes, invert
levels, chamber sizes etc.
The use of precast concrete rectangular manhole units with 150mm
ST4 concrete surround is permitted.

Sulphate resisting portland cement shall be used for all concretes and
mortars having equivalent compressive strength of 20n/mm2 or greater
(including (including precast concrete products).

NOTES:
1. Refer to tables for dimensions and bedding details
2. Bedding beneath and at the sides of the pipe to be well compacted
3. The first 300mm of fill above the crown of the pipe is to be lightly tamped by hand.

Mechanical compaction may be used only above this level.
4. Geotextiles may be used where directed or approved by the engineer to contain bedding

material in certain soils e.g. running sand
5. In very wet conditions, where directed or approved by the engineer a temporary land drain

may be laid within the granular bed.

X = Half of outside diameter of pipe
Y = Refer to pipe bedding dimension table
Z = Minimum 150mm

CLASS S BEDDING
GRANULAR BED AND SURROUND

Road formation, sub-formation
or underside of topsoil

* Refer to
note 3

(Bedding factor = 2.2)

Road formation, sub-formation
or underside of topsoil

CLASS B BEDDING
GRANULAR BED AND HAUNCH

(Bedding factor = 1.9)

Granular bedding

Backfill to clause 505
of dtp. specification.

* Refer to
note 3

GRANULAR BEDDING DETAILS

YARD GULLY DETAIL NOT TO SCALE

150mm GEN3 concrete bed and
surround

Class B125 gully grating & frame.
300mm Square min opening, hinged

300mm dia OsmaDrain trapped
yard gully or similar approved.

110Ø outlet to sewer

PLAIN CONCRETE BED & SURROUND

CLASS A BEDDING
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NOTES:
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CLASS A BEDDING

1. Refer to tables for dimension and bedding materials.
2. Bedding beneath and at sides of the pipe to be well compacted.
3. Where a concrete cradle is provided, the first 300mm of fill above the crown of

the pipe is to be lightly compacted by hand. mechanical compaction may be
used only above this level.

4. Concrete cradles and arches may be extended to the sides of the trench.
5. Geotextiles may be used where directed or approved by the engineer to

contain bedding material in certain soils e.g. running sand.
6. In very wet conditions, where directed or approved by the engineer a

temporary land drain may be laid within the granular bed.
7. Where pipes with flexible joints are used, the concrete protection is to be

interrupted over its full cross-section at intervals not exceeding 5 metres (or as
directed by the engineer) by a shaped former of bitumen impregnated
compressible filler. these interruptions shall coincide with pipe joints. see
dimensions for pipe bedding table for thickness of compressible filler.

8. Concrete to be Class 2; sulphate resisting ST4 concrete
9. Where flexible pipes are used. care must be taken to prevent the pipes from

floating.

Road formation, sub-formation
or underside of topsoil

Backfill to Clause 505 OF DTp. specification.

Granular
bedding

Backfill to Clause 505 of
DTp. specification.

Approx.
O.D./4

Road formation, sub-formation or
underside of topsoil

CONCRETE BEDDING DETAILS

Road formation, sub-formation or
underside of topsoil

CLASS Z BEDDING

Fixing lugs with masonry
stud anchor fixing bolts

Access to be positioned
above by-pass door

Refer manhole
schedule for
internal diameter

Eye bracket for operating
rope and pull handle

Pivoting by-pass door
operating steel rope

Pivoting by-pass door

Flow control unit, refer to
drainage GA's for specification.

Benching

X

Concrete mounting block

Neoprene rubber gasket

*X

*X

*X

*X

Sump; depth as
specified by flow
control manufacturer

100
MIN

60
°

* FOR 'X' DIMENSION,
SEE PROJECT SPECIFIC
DRAWINGS PRODUCED
BY FLOW CONTROL
MANUFACTURER

Base of chamber to be min
225mm thick GEN3 concrete

Inflow

outflow

Outflow
Inflow

FLOW CONTROL CHAMBER DETAIL

SECTION A-A

PLAN

Precast concrete chamber sections and cover slab to
be bedded on mortar, polymeric or elastomeric sealant
in accordance with BS 5911-3 and BS EN 1917.

GEN3 concrete surround 150mm thick. Concrete to
be thoroughly vibrated. Joints in concrete surround
must not coincide with joints of chamber sections

Cover and frame to BS EN 124 to have square 675mm
min. clear opening, to be Class B125 in
Landscape/pedestrian areas and Class D400 in
trafficked areas.

225mm Class B Engineering or special purpose concrete
brickwork, 4 courses(max) 2 courses(min) or precast .
Concrete cover frame seating rings. Bricks to BS 3291

Cover frame to be bedded on Class 1 mortar
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